Households Using Home Heating Oil
Regional Home Heating Fuel

More than half of households in
Metro Boston heat their home
with natural gas and one third use
fuel oil, a profound shift from 50
years ago. In 1960, 80 percent of households
used fuel oil or kerosene to heat their homes;
utility gas, bottled gas, and liquefied petroleum
gas altogether accounted for only 13% of homes.
Half a century later, 52% households now
use gas, and oil’s share has dwindled to 32%.
Nevertheless, our region is more reliant on oil
than most other parts of the country, and more
vulnerable to the fluctuations in its price.
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The increasing availability of utility gas
has boosted the popularity of gas heating,
which is cleaner and recently has been less
expensive than home heating oil. According to
the US Energy Information Administration, on the
national average, the gas consumer spends $629
on heating annually, far less than the $2,238
spent by the average oil consumer. Heating oil
may be associated with higher concentration
of indoor air pollutants including fine particles
and sulfur dioxide. As a result, the region’s
transformation from oil to gas as the primary
heating fuel is likely to have corollary financial
and health benefits. All households, regardless
of their fuel, will also benefit from conservation
and efficiency programs that reduce the energy
needed to heat their homes, saving money and
the environment.
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Oil heating is a largely suburban market.
In Boston, Cambridge, and Somerville—
with their dense population and
extensive networks of gas lines, fewer
than one quarter of households
use oil. In contrast, the majority of
residents in suburban towns still use oil—
as many as 80% in low-density towns such as
Bolton, Dover, and Norfolk.

Data Source: American Community
Survey 2006 - 2010
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*House heating fuel data of 1960 Census include most, but not all, area within MAPC boundary.

